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NEW BEGINNINGS

The beginning of New Year is special for personal wishes and resolutions that we would
like to achieve throughout the forthcoming year. And so us, we happily shared our wishes
and desires with each other during New Year Lantern Parade, in hope they will become
true one day.

https://mailchi.mp/ad07734f4b43/nsl-winter-fun-5933219?e=602021651f


WINTER FUN

Some people don´t like winter, but not us! On contrary, we spent our days by checking why
the wintertime can be amazing, what we can do and what makes us happy. Of course, we
could not omit our annual sledging fun, either. We took anything that slides on the snow -
bottom slide, plastic bag or sledge and caught the red in the cheeks. Children's eyes
sparkled with joy. You bet!

WE SPY: What can you do in winter?



Maggie (KOL Giraffes): We can slide.

Emma (HP Llamas): we can jump and make a snowman.

Nina (SM Pandas): You can play snowball fight and also snowflakes go on your

tongue!

Noam (HP Whales): To build a gigantic snowman and make sandcastles.

Adam (KOL Koalas): We can have snowball fight outsiiiide!

David (MD Alpacas): Wear a jacket.

Veronika (MD Toucans): Guťovanie.

Artur (SM Sharks): We can play hockey at my grandpa.

Amálka (HP Flammingos): We can sledge, ski and build houses from snow.

Mila (SM Foxes): I can ski on the hill and not fall down.

Janík (KOL Kiwis): We can eat snow for breakfast.

COLOURS OF THE WOLRD

Funiversity loves colours! Some children were learning and revising their names, some
explored their meanings and some investigated their properties. What is sure, it all has
been so much fun!

TEACHERS INQUIRY: 
What colour you can´t imagine your life without?

Olga (SM): Blue, green, brown, and yellow they remind me of a nature and world

around us.

Zuzka (KOL): Without black. It´s a great colour for everything: clothes, sofa, car,

toys.

Lucka (MD): Red’s been always my favourite colour and when I have an option to

choose, every item of mine needs to be red. 😊

MORE from COLOURFUL PROJECTS

https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/e30bca4d-3efb-b01d-a9ee-9835e5c3093a/OUR_COLOURFUL_CLASS_PROJECTS.pdf


Jarka (SM): Aubergine colour is my favourite, ‘cos you can combine it with every

single colour and it makes me happy to see it.

Sabi (HP): I cannot imagine living without yellow because yellow is sun.

Linda (KOL): I love black and white. For me it´s perfect combination, it´s Jing &

Jang, it´s the basic for everything in the world. Without these colours we wouldn´t

have other colours.

Lea (SM): I can´t live without magenta colour! It is also a colour of this year! 😀

Erika (HP): Blue, it calms me down. It reminds me of the blue sea, blue sky, deep

oceans and gives me a feeling of freshness and coolness.

EVERYDAY LIFE 

Are you interested what was special in our classes? Click here to check
the activities we´ve been working on.



LATEST NEWS

Before enrolling to school, our Y1 kids took their
School Readiness Tests by a psychologist to get
checked about which fields they need to work on a
little bit more. Children were excited about this new
experience where they could show their skills and
concentration. Good job. 😊

WHAT´S NEW IN OUR SCHOOL

Cambridge school student choir joined the Young Voice

2023 competition in London in January.

If you want to find out more about our school, check

www.cambridgeschool.eu.
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OUR ART GALLERY
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